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Abstract

The use of Virtual Reality (VR) in special education is still at an experimental stage, therefore it is im-
portant to test and explore many features of this technology. For this reason, it represents a growing 
sector of studies raising in research and debates. The sense of optimism, which encourages the expe-
riments about ICT for Autistic disorder, is driven by some positive results of the experiences using 
VR, since those applications are showing the potential for education and rehabilitation in cognitive 
disorder. In this context, the ICAR 17 disciplines embody the multidisciplinary connective texture 
to investigate, read and understand the drawing space in order to become a knowledge medium 
for ADS people and their achieving to cultural contents. The present paper looks back to previous 
researches to compare different opinions and, in conclusion, to consider potentials and opportunities 
of this field of studies. Otherwise, analyzing publications about VR and autism, it stands out the lack 
of reference to perceptual contents and about the way they can influence the knowledge process. 
My attempt will not be only a comparison between different opinions about the use of immersive 
technology for autism, but also trying to fill in some of the details regarding spatial representation 
(when documents allow) related to their perceptual resonance. 
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We often talk about inclusion, but hosting disability is not enough in order to allow every-
body to gain the same knowledge targets and the same approach to the surrounding envi-
ronment. Notably, the interaction with the environment, in cognitive disabilities, may assume 
a specific rule to enhance social and cultural skills involving perceptual stimuli. Romano Del 
Nord, talking about interaction between autism and architecture, claims: “Since the fact that 
the environment […] generates sensitivities to the organs of perception has now been 
universally acquired and shared, we cannot help but consider, in planning decisions, aspects 
that go beyond the pure and simple ‘spatial functionality’ and that involve the disciplines of 
proxemics, interpersonal visual communication as well as psychology and environmental 
psychology” [Del Nord 2010, p. 5]. In the recent years the representation disciplines, sup-
ported by the widespread of new technologies progress, play a fundamental role in the in-
terdisciplinary mediation of educational field. If drawing has the potential of a language, at 
the same time universal but also specific in the message translation, the ICT can be a versa-
tile instrument to control various communicative levels adapting itself to personal user ne-
eds. Referring to Hermelin and O’Connor studies, the difficulties involving the autistic clinical 
frame are connected especially to perception deficiency, with effects similar to blind people 
[Bogdashina 2015]. Frequently, visual distortions lead impairment in deep sense perception, 
diplopia, changes in shapes, dimensions and movements. VR system gives the opportunity to 
customize visual framework, acting on tools related to each of these aspects, becoming a 
valid support, for people with ASD, in understanding physical space. Referring to the first 
experiments in 1993 by Chen and Bernard-Optis, the first evidence is the capability of sti-
mulating attention and focusing on information trough an appealing instrument, raising emo-
tional involvement and, therefore, with new potentiality in educational training. It’s a consi-
derable benefit, for people with languages impairment, because the stimulus can be conveyed 
on figurative instead of verbal contents, modifying the cognitive dynamics. But, since the 
perceptual system in ASD react to different stimuli than neurotypical, the design of  VE must 
be properly set up, considering the atypical answer concerning relation between vision and 
motion. Despite the visual system is not impairment in autism, the perceptual incoherence 
leads to a sensorial agnosia that inhibits the ability to confrere the right semantic meaning 
to environment figurative signs [Bogdashina 2015]. In addition, problems with propriocep-
tors can complicate the understanding of space dimensions and relations between objects, 
space and body [Williams, 1994]. All these aspects must be considered in designing virtual 
environment that integrate the vision perceptual modalities with the motion apparatus. In 
fact, the virtual navigation system is based on 360 degrees pictures (renderings, photos or 
videos) and, as soon as the limits of the observed image exceed the human visual field, the 
experience involves the body motion (even if just for rotating the head) turning from a 
static view to a dynamic perspective [Rossi et al. 2019]. Usually this relation helps the know-
ledge of the space features, while in autism it can create confusion or stress caused by a 
disorder of the ‘efferent copy’ phase [Russell 1994]. In this cases, to enhance wayfinding, 
navigation and understanding surround world, the VE must be structured considering speci-

Fig. 1. VIRART’s experi-
ment. Image of the Virtual 
Environment. Photo 
published in Cobb Sue 
Valerie Gray, 2007. Virtual 
Environments Supporting 
Learning and Communi-
cation in Special Needs 
Education. Top Lang 
Disorders. No. 3, 2007, 
Vol. 27, pp. 211–225;
a) VIRART (1995). Frame 
of the virtual ski slope 
from the user’s point 
of view;
b) Anna Lisa Pecora. 
Scheme with the main 
depth clues and target 
elements.
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fic issues as: minimal distraction [Chen Li, 2018], simple visual patterns and colors [Strickland 
1997; Saiano 2015], visual guide for motion and clear spatial reference [Mostafa 2014] con-
cerning distances, positions and deep effects. However, it is difficult to set general guidelines 
because of the variety of behavioral difference between autistic users. For example, an Ita-
lian research of Genoa University exploring the effectiveness of VE in special education, 
confirms that people with ASD easily learn actions triggered by simple color stimuli [Saiano 
2015] but, at the same time, a visual target can become a distraction from the main goal due 
to a long eye gaze fixation [Wade 2015]. Therefore, it’s important to provide visual guideli-
nes without triggering overstimulation. Referring to this aspect, an example is one of the first 
experiments led by Sue Cobb and the VIRART team. There are no descriptions about the 
virtual environment, but watching the published photo, it is possible to deduce some visual 
aspects interfering in the perceptual process. The VE represents a ski slope characterized by 
simple framework where objects have basic geometries easily recognizable (fig. 1). The hi-
ghly prevalent white produces a flat configuration where it’s difficult to understand the 
perspective. For this reason, the use of some graphic depth cues is crucial: a curb on the 
right and a schematic ski lift on the left side, provide two linear clues that, converging toward 
the frame center, become an important depth gradient. In fact, the angle of graphic signs on 
the vertical and horizontal axis, is a key element for tridimensional perception [Arnheim 
1997]. The distances and dimensions reduction of ski-lift elements offer others depth gra-
dients in the observed image; acting in the same direction, they enhance each other becau-
se “the more the gradient is regular, the stronger their effect acts” [Arnheim 1997, p. 227]. 
Moreover, the motion target, represented by the finish area, is emphasized with different 
graphic solutions (an horizontal line, some trees, a strong shade) representing a slope visual 
closure. In addition, the visual frame allows the view of the tip of the skis. This is another 
important detail enhancing embodiment and wayfounding because it gives a cue on self 
position and direction motion in the virtual space. As I introduced, the issues connected to 
the motion modalities involve many crucial aspects in our topic. Holden, Almeida, Park, 
Lewis, Griffin introduce the problem of cybersickness [Ravasio 2011]. Related to this point, 
there are many doubts: For example Park [Park et al. 2017], Almeida [Almeida et al. 2017] 
and Reiners [Reiners et al. 2014] reported high levels cybersickness in their HMD studies. 
Similarly, Bashiri [Bashiri et al. 2017] suggest that: “studies have indicated that cybersickness 
is a barrier to the use of training or rehabilitation tools in virtual reality environments” and 

Fig. 2. Josman’s experi-
ment. Image of the Virtual 
Environment. Photo 
published in:Josman, 
Weiss 2008.
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Polcar and Horejsi [Polcar, Horejsi 2015] reported that when present, cybersickness influen-
ced learner attitudes towards technology negatively” [Bradley, Newbutt 2018, p. 6]. The 
symptoms, as well as the seasickness (oculomotor disorders, neurovegetative problems, 
vestibular disorders) are usually related to the period of the experience and to the age of 
the users, with more effect on women. In Ravasio opinion, the cybersickness is due to an 
incongruence between the movements perceived by the eyes and the information caught 
by the body and therefore: “between visual information indicating body movement and the 
proprioceptive and kinaesthetic vestibular information suggesting a static position” [Ravasio 
2011, p. 65]. Such discomforts are also related to software and hardware [Newbutt et al. 
2020], in fact they decrease when the high quality of devices allows adjusting the focal di-
stance in relation to the individual interpupillary distance [Newbutt et al., 2016]. In 2018, the 
University of Camerino leads a research on neurotypical people to test the developing of 
motion sickness during virtual navigation. They understand that the modality of interaction 

Fig. 3. Example of a 
rendering 360 degrees. 
Draft of a video related 
to a starting research 
about an autism friendly 
virtual archeological tour. 
The image represents the 
first step of a progressive 
building transformation 
over the centuries (graphic 
elaboration by Anna Lisa 
Pecora).  

with the environment can influence the sense of motion sickness [Rossi, Olivieri 2019]. So 
that, the continuous navigation, even if supports the understanding of the virtual space, at 
the same time it occurs a longer detachment between visual and body stimuli raising the 
discomfort. At the opposite, the Point and Teleport exploration removes these problems but 
complicates the wayfounding and the memory of the environment, particularly for begin-
ners or people with cognitive impairment. Moreover, the low resolution or the lack of am-
bient light can increase the sense of tiredness and visual fatigue interfering in performances. 
For example, an experiment lead by the University of Israel in 2008, with an old technology 
(a Pentium 3), reported some difficulties in understanding the virtual environment and its 
operation. Here, the pixels size is too large to define the graphic elements in the scene, thus, 
they work like visual distraction more than like uniform coatings. For the same reason, the 
object borders and different surfaces are not recognizable, complicating the perception of 
the three-dimension; this way the represented space appears flat, lacking in effective depth 
cues, without visual hierarchies and, therefore, sensorial confused (fig. 2). As Arnheim 
explains: “the whole layout is unreadable, because each possible relation is soon broken by 
a contrary and non-describable action. […] The result is confusion” [Arnheim 1994, p. 194].
Rather, if customized on specific user’s need, the representation path allows the process of 
synthesis, communication and explicitation of the physical space necessary for decoding and 
subsequent learning its cultural contents. This is the attempt of a starting research lead by 
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the Federico II University, focused on the so called Sepolcro di Agrippina in the Campi Flegrei 
archeological site (figs. 3-4). The future research will attempt to produce an autism friendly 
virtual tour showing the progressive structural transformation of the theatre building and 
how its relationship with the coastline changed throughout history. The short video in VR 
will act as a sensorial medium between the ASD user and the final in vivo tour. In particular 
way, the virtual space has the important role to decode with a simple and schematic graphic 
language, the complex theoretical and morphological contents of the real architecture. This 
way, the drawing shows relations between different elements that, only through their figu-
rative configuration, can be understood thanks to graphic choices. Setting the detail level, 
the chromatic and luminous qualities, the quantity and the value of graphic signs in the VE, 
are essential features to define the sense of immersion and presence and therefore the 
communicative power driven by perceptual inputs. This way, the consciousness of living a 

Fig. 4.  Example of a 
rendering 360 degrees. 
Draft of a video related 
to a starting research, 
of Federico II University, 
about an autism friendly 
virtual archeological tour. 
The future research will 
attempt to produce a 
virtual tour showing the 
progressive structural 
transformation of the 
theatre building; the image 
represents the current 
state. Here the viewer 
can turn his view toward 
the coastline in order to 
take confidence with the 
main spatial references 
of the surrounding 
environment, before 
starting the in vivo tour. 
The QR code links to an 
example of the virtual 
tour. The video is under 
development (Anna Lisa 
Pecora).

virtual condition with the same perceptions of real life can be a support to transfer life skills 
and to improve autonomy of the ASD people more effectively than in real experiences. 
In fact, the sense of security given by the consciousness of living a space without dangers, 
removes the frequently unlikely symptoms occurring during unknown experience, as, for 
example, anxiety and stress [Gorini et al. 2008; Freeman et al. 2017], point out on the 
safe condition of the virtual environment “where consequences are not real” [Gorini et al. 
2008, p. 5]. Usually, neurotypical children raise their knowledge trough experiments, training, 
errors, while students with autism use to avoid these experiences because they could be 
dangerous or frightening, since their impairment of sensorial system and low proprioceptive 
awareness. In 1996 Strickland publishes one of the first immersive experiments using an 
RV-HMD with the aim of teaching autistic children how to across a street alone. The experi-
ment relevance lays on two main aspects: on one hand, it puts in evidence how the miscom-
munication with ASD can affect the data result, on the other hand it shows the potential 
of a safe environment providing the user, sense of comfort and safety. For this reason: “The 
virtual world was a simplified street scene consisting of a sidewalk and textured building 
shapes. All motion objects such as people, animals, and objects in the sky were removed. 
Periodically one car, whose speed could be changed, would pass the child standing on a si-
dewalk. The contrast was kept low in the scenes with gray being the dominant color. The low 
quality of the headset screens provided a less detailed environment automatically. The cars, 
the focal point of the test, were presented in bright, contrasting colors […] red and blue” 
[Strickland, 1997, p. 4]. Only later, another visual stimulus is introduced: a stop sign is moved 
to different parts of the tracking area during the later tests and the children are asked to 
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find it and stopping there (figs. 5, 6). In this kind of configuration, the environment works like 
a neutral background helping to focus on visual targets, otherwise the oversimplification of 
morphological spatial signs creates difficulties in evaluating distances. For example, in the last 
exercise: “it was difficult to judge the sign’s distance because of the lack of comparison cues” 
[Strickland 1997, p. 4]. Here, the graphical elements of the VE, are characterized by linear 
continuity: the sidewalk, the road, the long buildings sequence; so that, even if they contri-
bute to perspective vision and to the dept sense they don’t provide a taxonomy of the 
space elements neither a visual pattern helping the understanding of mutual object location. 
The depth effects depend by physiological qualities as well as by some perceptual gradients 
related to shapes, colors, dimensions, motion, recorded by the retina [Arnheim 1997]. The 
more these characters are explicit and the stronger the space structure is understood. So, 
the Strickland’s experiment is useful to analyze visual aspects in order to understand how 
they can influence the space perception in autistic people, but also the potential of VR as 
learning environment for special education. It opens the way to many other studies that, for 
over 25 years, have extended the fields of observation, the technologies employed and the 
behavioral target for treatments. “Whilst there has been some progress in testing the rele-
vance and applicability of VR for children on the autism spectrum in educational contexts, 
there remains a significant challenge in developing robust and usable technologies that can 
really make a difference in real world” [Parsons 2017 p. 356]. 

Fig. 5. Dorothy Stri-
ckland’s experiment 
(1997). Image of the 
Virtual Environment and 
graphical schemes. 
A) Dorothy Strickland 
(1997). Street scene of 
the Srtickland’s experi-
ment. http://www.virtual-
galen.com/virtualhealing/
autism.htm
B) Scheme with the main 
depth clues (Anna Lisa 
Pecora). 
C) Scheme with the 
main target element 
highlighted in red (Anna 
Lisa Pecora). 

Fig. 6. Strickland’s experi-
ment. Image of the Virtual 
Environment. Photo by 
Dorothy Strickland from: 
<http://www.virtualgalen.
com/virtualhealing/autism.
htm>.
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Conclusions

The range of disciplines and technologies engaged in studies about autism and VR, show an 
increased interest and potential of this issue with a growing interdisciplinary approach, but 
without the contribute of representation disciplines. For the sake of narration, we are unable 
to argue here about a broader series of the experiments observed, which are therefore 
summarized in the attached table. In the taxonomy of data, priority has been given to the 
aspects of spatial figuration, although the publications rarely describe details of the settings. 
They often remain vague about some aspects useful to understand the perceptive response 
to the stimulus coming from the designed space. In spite of difficulties given by the atypical 
response of autism and by communication impairment, the studies have claimed that virtual 
reality can provide a valid support in special education, creating mental bridges between 
individual perceptual world and real scenarios. Referring to specific autistic frame, related to 
perception impairment, we suggest a need of investigating about customized technologies. 
Particularly, trough the specific intervention of drawing disciplines, actually lacking, it would 
be possible to fill the gap between the VR design and the cognitive reaction to visual stimuli, 
providing a relevant effect on cultural and social inclusion. 

Fig. 7.Tab. A: Researches 
about Usability Test.
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Fig. 8.Tab. B.: Researches 
about Life Skills.

Fig. 9. Tab. C.: Researches 
about Social Skills.
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Fig. 10. Tab. D: Researches 
about Special Education.
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